2017 ILLUMINATION AWARD
MERIT RECIPIENTS

ANCHORAGE SECTION
QUINHAGAK QASIGIH AND SCHOOL RENOVATION
Designer: Bill Starn
Company: Stantec

STATE LIBRARY, ARCHIVE & MUSEUM
Designer: Ken Ratcliffe
Company: AMC Engineers

ATLANTA SECTION
STEELCASE SHOWROOM
Designer: James Youngston
Company: Gabler-Youngston

CONFIDENTIAL CONFERENCE CENTER
Designer: James Youngston
Company: Gabler-Youngston

HILTON HOTEL - WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
Designer: Hilary Wainer
Company: Lux Et Veritas Design Inc.

BOSTON SECTION
PARTNERS HEALTHCARE SYSTEM HEADQUARTERS EXTERIOR
Designer: Carrie Hawley
Company: HLB Lighting Design

BRYANT UNIVERSITY - ACADEMIC INNOVATION CENTER
Designer: Ervin Kulenica
Company: EYP

MUZIEKO CHILDREN’S MUSEUM OF BULGARIA
Designer: Steven Rosen
Company: Available Light

NOVARTIS INSTITUTES FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH (NIBR)
Designer: Atelier Ten, CannonDesign, Tillett Lighting Design Associates
Company: Atelier Ten, CannonDesign, Tillett Lighting Design Associates

CJ BLOSSOM PARK RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CENTER

CAMBRIDGE HQ
Designer: D. Schwep
Company: Perkins & Will

BRIGHAM AND WOMEN’S HOSPITAL NICU
Designer: David Pires
Company: TRO

CHICAGO SECTION
WINTRUST FINANCIAL CORPORATION
Designer: Jim Baney
Company: Schuler Shook

DEKALB PUBLIC LIBRARY
Designer: Gwen Grossman
Company: Gwen Grossman Lighting Design

UI LABS
Designer: Robert Shook
Company: Schuler Shook

JOHN HANCOCK CENTER LOBBY UPGRADE
Designer: Jim Baney
Company: Schuler Shook

SMITHGROUPJJR CHICAGO OFFICE RELOCATION
Designer: Katy Boat
Company: SmithGroupJJR

APARTMENT IN THE SKY
Designer: Anne Kustner Haser
Company: Anne Kustner Lighting Design

RAILWAY EXCHANGE BUILDING EXTERIOR FAÇADE RENOVATION
Designer: Shanna Olson
Company: KJWW Engineering Consultants

THE CHRIST HOSPITAL - JOINT AND SPINE CENTER
Designer: Jim Baney
Company: Schuler Shook

ILLUMINATION: TREE LIGHTS AT THE MORTON ARBORETUM
Designer: John Featherstone
Company: Lightswitch

MORNINGSTAR CHICAGO, 14TH FLOOR
Designer: Jim Baney
Company: Schuler Shook

LIGHTING INSPIRATION CENTER
WRITERS THEATRE
Designer: Avraham Mor
Company: Lightswitch

YORKSHIRE CEILING “LIGHT ARRIVAL”
Designer: Matt Flynn
Company: Flynn Architecture & Design

CLEVELAND SECTION
WATSON-CURTZE MANSION AND CARRIAGE HOUSE
Designer: Marian K. Perez
Company: Karpinski Engineering

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY - CENTER FOR INNOVATION IN MEDICAL PROFESSIONS
Designer: Marian K. Perez
Company: Karpinski Engineering

COLUMBUS SECTION
COLUMBUS METROPOLITAN LIBRARY, MAIN BRANCH
Designer: Ardra Zinkon
Company: Tec Studio

DALLAS SECTION
FORTY FIVE TEN ON MAIN
Designer: Jacob Gerber
Company: Essential Light Design Studio

HALL ARTS
Designer: Scott Oldner
Company: Scott Oldner Lighting Design

BED BATH & BEYOND COMMON LOBBY AT LIBERTY VIEW
Designer: Maggie Dusing
Company: Essential Light Design Studio

USACE 13TH CAB ASB HANGAR, FORT CARSON, CO
Designer: Kimberly Smith
Company: Jacobs

OLD PARKLAND WEST CAMPUS BUILDING FAÇADES + PLAZA
Designer: Erin Moody
Company: studio e lighting

TEMPLE EMANU-EL STERN CHAPEL
Designer: Andy Lang
Company: Lang Lighting Design, Inc.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS BIOENGINEERING AND SCIENCES BUILDING
Designer: Chad Groshart, Rebecca Mintz, Halley Fitzpatrick
Company: Atelier Ten

DENVER SECTION
LA METRO DIVISION 14 EXPO LIGHT RAIL OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FACILITY
Designer: Rachel Fitzgerald
Company: RNL

OOOGWAY
Designer: Robert Singer
Company: Robert Singer and Associates

T-MOBILE ARENA
Designer: Steve Peterson
Company: ME Engineers Inc. / Illume

COLORADO STATE CAPITOL CHAMBERS RESTORATION
Designer: Jon Brooks
Company: AE Design

DES MOINES SECTION
THE MONSTER ROLLER COASTER LIGHTING
Designer: Mike Lambert
Company: KCL Engineering

THE MONSTER ROLLER COASTER TRACK AND GROUND LIGHTING
Designer: Mike Lambert
Company: KCL Engineering

DETROIT SECTION
GENERAL MOTORS DESIGN DOME RENOVATION
Designer: Rodrigo Manriquez
Company: SmithGroupJJR

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY NEW CAMPUS DINING FACILITY
Designer: Matt Alleman
Company: SmithGroupJJR

PORTA DI ROMA RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX LIGHTING DESIGN
Designer: Rodrigo Manriquez
Company: SmithGroupJJR

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CLEMENTS LIBRARY RENOVATION AND ADDITION
Designer: Luke Renwick
Company: SmithGroupJJR

OUR LADY QUEEN OF MARTYRS
Designer: Robert White
Company: Illuminart

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA STEPHEN A. LEVIN NATURAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES BUILDING
Designer: Lindsay MacKinnon
Company: SmithGroupJJR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA SECTION
CITY CENTER D.C. OFFICE LOBBY
Designer: Claude R. Engle, Sr.
Company: Claude R. Engle Lighting Consultants

533 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
Designer: Maureen Moran
Company: MCLA

NOBLS HEADQUARTERS
Designer: Patrice Mulhern
Company: SmithGroupJRR

SMITHSONIAN AMERICAN ART MUSEUM’S RENWICK GALLERY
Designer: Scott Rosenfeld
Company: DLR Group|Westlake Reed Leskosky

ARD & PORTER LLP
Designer: Sara Demel
Company: SBLD Studio

TOYOTA GOVERNMENT RELATIONS OFFICE
Designer: Erin Werner
Company: SBLD Studio

EDMONTON SECTION
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE EDMONTON - AURORA CAFE
Designer: Josh Bornia
Company: DIALOG

FOOTBRIDGE LIGHTING DESIGN
Designer: Christopher Barr
Company: Stantec Consulting Ltd.

FORT WORTH SECTION
CHROMA BOOSTER BY MATTHEW GELLER
Designer: Sarah Gandy
Company: Gandy2 Lighting Design

HARTFORD SECTION
COMMON GROUND HIGH SCHOOL
Designer: Mark Loeffler, Chad Groshart, Gustavo Sanchez, Catherine Leskowat CannonDesign & Tillett Lighting Design Associates
Company: Atelier Ten

HISTORIC CATHOLIC CHURCH REINVENTED WITH LED LIGHTING
Designer: Ray Christensen
Company: Ray Lighting + Design Studios, LLC

HOUSTON SECTION
FORTUNE 100 ENERGY COMPANY
Designer: Sarah Gandy
Company: Gandy2 Lighting Design

STATOIL CORPORATE OFFICES
Designer: Sarah Gandy
Company: Gandy2 Lighting Design

TIME IN MOTION BY RE: SITE STUDIO
Designer: Sarah Gandy
Company: Gandy2 Lighting Design

INDIANAPOLIS SECTION
INDIANA MICHIGAN POWER CENTER
Designer: Levi Dermyer
Company: Design Collaborative

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY LARITA BOREN CAMPUS CENTER
Designer: Ethan Eichhorn
Company: Design Collaborative

KANSAS CITY SECTION
WICHITA DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER NATIONAL AIRPORT
Designer: Kathi Vandel
Company: LightWorks, Inc.

UNC: MEN’S BASKETBALL LOCKER ROOM RENOVATION
Designer: Mark Hershman
Company: Henderson Engineers, Inc.

DEBRUCE CENTER
Designer: Jana Owens
Company: Henderson Engineers

WICHITA ART MUSEUM, ART GARDEN
Designer: Derek Porter
Company: LightWorks, Inc.

HEN HOUSE MARKET AT CAMELOT COURT
Designer: Jeff Maple
Company: Jeff Maple Design

LITTLE ROCK SECTION
MID-AMERICA SCIENCE MUSEUM AT THE DONALD W. REYNOLDS CENTER
Designer: Chad Young
Company: Wittenberg, Delony & Davidson, Inc. Architects

BAPTIST HEALTH LOBBY AND CHAPEL
Designer: Haley Robson
Company: Bernhard TME

LOS ANGELES SECTION
BCCI BUILDERS CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Designer: Rudy Rodriguez
Company: Illuminate Lighting Design

KING OF PRUSSIA MALL
Designer: Saul Acosta
Company: KGM Architectural Lighting
WESTFIELD TERMINAL 2 AT LAX
Designer: Patrick McCollough
Company: KGM Architectural Lighting

SESAC PERFORMANCE RIGHTS
Designer: Scott Johnson
Company: Brilliant Lighting Studio

NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN BALLROOM
Designer: Martin van Koolbergen
Company: KGM Architectural Lighting

HYUNDAI CAPITAL CONVENTION CENTER
Designer: Moritz Hammer
Company: KGM Architectural Lighting

DOUGLAS ELLIMAN REAL ESTATE HEADQUARTERS
Designer: Dan Weinreber
Company: KGM Architectural Lighting

OFFICE BRERA
Designer: Scott Hatton
Company: Oculus Light Studio

GALLERY ALLEY
Designer: Patrick Quigley
Company: Patrick B. Quigley & Associates

LOS ANGELES HARBOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Designer: Kris Sandheinrich
Company: KGM Architectural Lighting

THE DORSEY
Designer: Jon Langrell
Company: John Levy Lighting Productions, Inc.

BORGACHA
Designer: Jon Langrell
Company: John Levy Lighting Productions, Inc.

SAINT ANTHONY’S CHURCH
Designer: Bridget Williams
Company: Bridget Williams Lighting Design

CBRE LA NORTH, MASONIC TEMPLE
Designer: Kris Sandheinrich
Company: KGM Architectural Lighting

POLY INTERNATIONAL PLAZA
Designer: Francis Krahe

MARCUS MARIOTA SPORTS PERFORMANCE CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Designer: E. Teal Brogden
Company: HLB Lighting Design

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO, ALTMAN CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Designer: Francis Krahe

MUSCO CENTER FOR THE ARTS
Designer: E. Teal Brogden
Company: HLB Lighting Design

MARCUS MARIOTA SPORTS PERFORMANCE CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON - CONTROLS
Designer: E. Teal Brogden
Company: HLB Lighting Design

SAN JACINTO PLAZA
Designer: E. Teal Brogden
Company: HLB Lighting Design

SANTA FE SPRINGS OFFICE EXPANSION AND RENOVATION
Designer: Seth Ely
Company: BuroHappold

THE MURAL ROOM, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Designer: Ann Kale
Company: Ann Kale Associates

THE GREEN PLANET
Designer: Melissa Sparks
Company: CD+M Lighting Design Group

THE RICHARD NIXON PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY AND MUSEUM
Designer: Nicholas Davidson
Company: Thinkwell Group

CITY OF SANTA MONICA COLORADO ESPLANADE
Designer: Chad Groshart, Rebecca Mintz, Halley Fitzpatrick
Company: Atelier Ten

CREATIVE TECH HUB
Designer: Archit Jain
Company: Oculus Light Studio

BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
Designer: Scott Hatton
Company: Oculus Light Studio

MEMPHIS SECTION
HARAHAN BRIDGE / BIG RIVER CROSSING (MEMPHIS)
Designer: Project Team
Company: Modjeski & Masters

TOBIAS ATTIC RENOVATION
Designer: archimania team
Company: archimania
MEXICO SECTION
TEATRO DEGOLLADO
Designer: Hugo Jauregui
Company: Egea lighting

CASA T
Designer: Fernando Estrada
Company: Ilumplan

TEMPLO EXPIATORIO LIGHTING
Designer: Gustavo Avilés
Company: Lighteam

MILWAUKEE SECTION
GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Designer: Mandar Bankhele
Company: Lighting Ergonomics LLC

THE GHOST TRAIN
Designer: Marty Peck
Company: Creative Lighting Design & Engineering, LLC

THE GHOST TRAIN CONTROLS
Designer: Marty Peck
Company: Creative Lighting Design & Engineering, LLC

THE AUTOMOBILE GALLERY
Designer: Heather Nohr
Company: Somerville Architects & Engineers

MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL SECTION
TEMPLE ISRAEL EXPANSION AND RENOVATION
Designer: Tao Ham
Company: HGA Architects and Engineers

TARGET CENTER SPORTS LIGHTING
Designer: Deb Edwards
Company: Lighting Matters

MEDTRONIC PLAZA HORN MONUMENT
Designer: Michael Cohen
Company: Schuler Shook

HENNEPIN COUNTY LIBRARY-BROOKLYN PARK
Designer: Chrysanthi Stockwell
Company: HGA Architects and Engineers

RADISSION RED
Designer: Jennifer Pytleski
Company: Werner Electric

OUTDOOR LED WHITE TUNING - RAILROAD PARK
Designer: Ken Taillon
Company: Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc.

MILLS FORD, BAXTER
Designer: Mike Schreiber
Company: Holophane Lighting

NEW YORK CITY SECTION
85 BROAD STREET PUBLIC SPACE EXPERIENCE
Designer: Michael Stiller
Company: upLIGHT

NEW LAB AT THE BROOKLYN NAVY YARD
Designer: Domingo Gonzalez
Company: Domingo Gonzalez Associates

BARNEYS NEW YORK DOWNTOWN FLAGSHIP
Designer: Emily Monato
Company: Cooley Monato Studio

1436 BEIJING FLAGSHIP
Designer: Renée Cooley
Company: Cooley Monato Studio

NEW YORK CITY VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL
Designer: Suzan Tillotson
Company: Tillotson Design Associates

GENSLER
Designer: Michael Castelli, Justine Parrish, Zhen Dong
Company: Gensler

EAST HAMPTON RESIDENCE
Designer: Nathan Orsman
Company: Orsman Design

CHAUSSEUR
Designer: Nathan Orsman
Company: Orsman Design

GODREJ ONE
Designer: Abhay Wadhwa
Company: AWA Lighting Designers

PARK AVENUE ARMORY VETERANS ROOM
Designer: Paul Marantz
Company: Fisher Marantz Stone

REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS
Designer: Susannah Zweighaft
Company: AKF Lighting Design

WORLD TRADE CENTER TRANSPORTATION HUB
Designer: Paul Marantz
Company: Fisher Marantz Stone

SEAGLASS CAROUSEL
Designer: Kyle Chepulis
Company: Technical Artistry

R/GA OFFICE
Designer: Suzan Tillotson  
Company: Tillotson Design Associates

SECOND AVENUE SUBWAY  
Designer: Domingo Gonzalez  
Company: Domingo Gonzalez Associates

ROY AND DIANA VAGELOS EDUCATION CENTER  
Designer: Suzan Tillotson  
Company: Tillotson Design Associates

599 LEXINGTON AVENUE GROUND FLOOR UPGRADES  
Designer: Suzan Tillotson  
Company: Tillotson Design Associates

53RD STREET LIBRARY  
Designer: Barbara Horton  
Company: HLB Lighting Design Inc.

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA  
Designer: Burr Rutledge  
Company: Kugler Ning Lighting Design

TIME INC. HEADQUARTERS  
Designer: Jackson Ning  
Company: Kugler Ning Lighting Design

GRACE FARMS  
Designer: Gabe Guilliams  
Company: Buro Happold

WHERE WE MET  
Designer: Brett Andersen  
Company: Focus Lighting

PAUL HASTINGS  
Designer: Jerry Kugler  
Company: Kugler Ning Lighting Design

WEBMD CORPORATE OFFICES  
Designer: Jack Bailey  
Company: One Lux Studio

GEORGE S. AND DOLORES DORE ECCLES THEATER  
Designer: Francesca Bettridge  
Company: Cline Bettridge Bernstein Lighting Design

USTA GRANDSTAND & SOUTH CAMPUS  
Designer: Bruce Taylor  
Company: SBLD Studio

HANCHER AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA  
Designer: Francesca Bettridge  
Company: Cline Bettridge Bernstein Lighting Design

THE MET BREUER AND FLORA RESTAURANT  
Designer: Attila Uysal  
Company: SBLD Studio

ONONDAGA LAKEVIEW AMPHITHEATER  
Designer: Tom Gallagher  
Company: DLR Group | Westlake Reed Lesksosky

SKY  
Designer: Brett Andersen  
Company: Focus Lighting

FLATIRON SKYLINE  
Designer: Russell Fougere  
Company: LOT

OMAHA SECTION  
BAXTER ARENA  
Designer: Randall Niehaus  
Company: HDR

GIRLS INC. INTERIOR  
Designer: Andrew Lang  
Company: Morrissey Engineering

LOVE LIBRARY FAÇADE LIGHTING  
Designer: Steve Gollehon  
Company: Morrissey Engineering

TRIO COCKTAILS & COMPANY  
Designer: Jeff Hemje  
Company: Morrissey Engineering

FRESHII  
Designer: Andrew Lang  
Company: Morrissey Engineering

HASTINGS COLLEGE JACKSON DINSDALE ART CENTER EXTERIOR  
Designer: Andrew Lang  
Company: Morrissey Engineering

15808 WEST DODGE  
Designer: Steve Gollehon  
Company: Morrissey Engineering

JOHN CARMEN GOTTSCHALK FOUNDERS ROOM  
Designer: Trevor Hollins  
Company: HDR

THINK WHOLE PERSON HEALTHCARE  
Designer: Trevor Hollins  
Company: HDR

GIRLS INC. EXTERIOR  
Designer: Andrew Lang  
Company: Morrissey Engineering

THE MOTHER BABY CENTER AT UNITED HOSPITAL  
Designer: Trevor Hollins  
Company: HDR

PAPILLION-LA VISTA COMMUNITY SCHOOLS - LIBERTY MIDDLE
SCHOOL
Designer: Eric Rushenberg
Company: Alvine Engineering

ONTARIO SECTION
THE WAVE BY BARBICAN
Designer: Andrew Cook
Company: Barbican

ORANGE COUNTY SECTION
CHIMELONG CIRCUS HOTEL
Designer: Chip Israel
Company: Lighting Design Alliance

MICROSOFT FLAGSHIP - 677 5TH AVENUE
Designer: Kyllene A. Jones
Company: Lighting Design Alliance

LUXURY RESIDENTIAL TOWER - EXTERIOR
Designer: Chip Israel
Company: Lighting Design Alliance

LUXURY RESIDENTIAL TOWER - INTERIORS
Designer: Chip Israel
Company: Lighting Design Alliance

BLUEGOLD RESTAURANT AND LSXO
Designer: Matthew Bates
Company: Lighting Design Alliance

COX ENTERTAINMENT
Designer: Tanya Flores
Company: LPA Inc.

SLS – BRICKELL
Designer: Kyllene A. Jones
Company: Lighting Design Alliance

IRVINE PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
Designer: Brad Nelson
Company: StudioK1

LPL FINANCIAL
Designer: Chip Israel
Company: Lighting Design Alliance

NEWPORT BEACH COUNTRY CLUB - EXTERIOR
Designer: John Fox
Company: Fox & Fox Design LLC

OTTAWA SECTION
THE ISABEL BADER CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Designer: Ross Nicholson
Company: Ross Nicholson
Architectural Lighting

PHILADELPHIA SECTION
PENN PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER - PAVILION FOR ADVANCED CARE
Designer: Carl Speroff
Company: EwingCole

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER AND WRESTLING TRAINING CENTER
Designer: Christy Rogers
Company: EwingCole

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY, THE MILTON AND TAMAR MALTZ PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Designer: Alfred R. Borden
Company: The Lighting Practice

ST. CHRISTOPHER’S HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN - CRITICAL CARE TOWER
Designer: Carl Speroff
Company: EwingCole

ALCON EXPERIENCE CENTER
Designer: Carl Speroff
Company: EwingCole

MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING CANCER CENTER - COMMACK
Designer: Carl Speroff
Company: EwingCole

CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER
Designer: James Crowell
Company: Crowell Design, LLC

CABRINI ATHLETIC PAVILION
Designer: Christina Spangler
Company: BEAM, ltd.

DENTSPLY SIRONA ENDOdontIC SUITE AT NYU COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Designer: Thomas Lyman
Company: HDR

PHOENIX SECTION
DEsert CONTEMPORARY RESIDENCE
Designer: Brendon Smith
Company: Creative Designs in Lighting

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES BUILDING (ENR2), UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Designer: John Jolly
Company: GLHN Architects & Engineers Inc.
THE GRAND AT PAPAGO PARK
Designer: Mark Greenawalt
Company: Creative Designs in Lighting

DANCING LIGHT
Designer: Mark Mueller
Company: Creative Designs in Lighting

PORTLAND, OREGON SECTION
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Designer: K. Paul Luntsford
Company: PLA Designs

SACRAMENTO SECTION
H.O.A. LANDSCAPE LIGHTING
Designer: Mark Carlson
Company: Avalon Lighting Design

SALT LAKE CITY SECTION
OVERSTOCK PEACE COLISEUM INTERIOR LIGHTING
Designer: Peter Emerson
Company: Envision Engineering

SAN DIEGO SECTION
SDSU BASKETBALL PRACTICE FACILITY
Designer: Michael Rizza
Company: Rizza Engineering

PASÉA HOTEL & SPA
Designer: Ron Neal
Company: Ron Neal Lighting Design

GILEAD B800
Designer: Chris Hunkeler
Company: CRB

LA JOLLA SCENIC RESIDENCE
Designer: Ron Neal
Company: Ron Neal Lighting Design

ALPINE LIBRARY
Designer: Stephane Beauvais
Company: ELEN Consulting, Inc.

AMERICAN GREEN LIGHTS PERFORMALUX VERSAFIT LIGHTING RETROFIT
Designer: Jim Uno
Company: American Green Lights

NETFLIX HEADQUARTERS
Designer: Toby Lewis
Company: Arup

CHU HALL - SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH CENTER
Designer: Abe Shameson
Company: Loisos + Ubbelohde

SAN FRANCISCO WAR MEMORIAL VETERANS BUILDING, HERBST THEATRE
Designer: Larry French
Company: Auerbach Glasow French

BLOOMBERG TECH HUB
Designer: Gabrielle Serriere
Company: Architecture & Light

EDMUNDS.COM
Designer: Darrell Hawthorne
Company: Architecture & Light

301 HOWARD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
Designer: Inga Birkenstock
Company: Birkenstock Lighting Design

SPLUNK 270 BRANNAN
Designer: Molly McKnight
Company: Arup

KAISSER PERMANENTE SAN DIEGO MEDICAL CENTER
Designer: Jake Wayne
Company: Arup

SAN FRANCISCO CITY HALL
Designer: Toby Lewis
Company: Arup

PINTEREST HEADQUARTERS
Designer: Key Anderson
Company: Niteo

BANK OF THE WEST
Designer: Inga Birkenstock
Company: Birkenstock Lighting Design

AMERICAN AGCREDIT HEADQUARTERS
Designer: Katie Cornelius
Company: Summint Engineering

LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
Designer: Patricia Glasow
Company: Auerbach Glasow French

FREEMARK ABBEY - A RENOVATION OF NAPA VALLEY’S ICONIC STONE WINERY
Designer: Keith Kosiba
Company: Studio Three Twenty One

SYMANTEC CORPORATION BUILDINGS B & C
Designer: Thomas Skradski  
Company: Lumenworks, Inc.

CITY BLOCK INTERIOR ARCADE  
Designer: Melinda Morrison  
Company: Melinda Morrison Lighting

THE SPEAKEASY  
Designer: Max Pierson  
Company: Minuscule Lighting Design

BOX HEADQUARTERS LOBBY  
Designer: Jody Pritchard  
Company: PritchardPeck Lighting

SEATTLE SECTION  
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCIENCE BUILDING II  
Designer: Christina Raschko  
Company: Escent Lighting Design

ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL: PLACE OF LIGHT, PLACE OF WELCOME  
Designer: Linet Henry  
Company: Eluned Lighting

PLYMOUTH CHURCH RENOVATION  
Designer: Scott Kuyper  
Company: LUMA Lighting

400 FAIRVIEW  
Designer: Melanie Taylor  
Company: WSP

KINGSGATE LIBRARY REMODEL  
Designer: Lucrecia Blanco  
Company: Blanca Lighting Design

SPSCC BUILDING 22 CENTER FOR STUDENT SERVICES  
Designer: Melanie Taylor  
Company: WSP

LUMA  
Designer: Emily Myers  
Company: Rushing

ELEANOR  
Designer: Emily Myers  
Company: Rushing

HBO DIGITAL PRODUCTS  
Designer: Jill Cody  
Company: dark | light design

BATES TECHNICAL COLLEGE, ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER - INTERIOR LIGHTING  
Designer: Douglas Svee

Company: Hargis Engineers

MEYDENBAUER CENTER  
Designer: Jill Cody  
Company: dark | light design

GOOGLE KIRKLAND CAMPUS - BUILDING D  
Designer: Sean Avery  
Company: DLR Group

AMAZON IN THE REGRADE  
Designer: Anne Savage  
Company: WSP

THE ALLEN INSTITUTE  
Designer: Denise Fong  
Company: Stantec

DELTA SKY CLUB - SEATTLE CONCOURSE A  
Designer: Marilee Klimek  
Company: Elcon Associates, Inc.

BROADWAY BRIDGE REPLACEMENT  
Designer: Alan Gage  
Company: TranTech Engineering

SWEDISH EDMONDS AMBULATORY CARE CENTER  
Designer: Joseph Montange  
Company: NBBJ

EPHANY CHURCH AND CHAPEL  
Designer: Stephanie Wood  
Company: dark | light design

ST. LOUIS SECTION  
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH  
Designer: Lisa J. Reed  
Company: Envision Lighting Design, LLC

SOUTHWEST PLAZA RENOVATION  
Designer: Ronald Kurtz  
Company: Randy Burkett Lighting Design

TORONTO SECTION  
ONE YORK  
Designer: Stephen Kaye  
Company: Mulvey and Banani Lighting

NIAGARA FALLS ILLUMINATION ENHANCEMENT  
Designer: Nick Puopolo  
Company: Salex

H&M EATON CENTRE  
Designer: Canh Le  
Company: MCW Consultants

GOOGLE  
Designer: Alan McIntosh
Company: Mulvey and Banani Lighting

PRINCE EDWARD VIADUCT
Designer: Paul Boken
Company: Mulvey and Banani Lighting

DELOITTE TORONTO HEADQUARTERS
Designer: Paul Boken
Company: Mulvey and Banani Lighting

ONE QUEEN EAST LOBBY LIGHTING
Designer: Rafael Correa
Company: Smith + Andersen

ROYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS ROCK GARDEN VISITORS CENTRE
Designer: Brad Bell
Company: Hammerschlag + Joffe Inc.

REFRIGERATED DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
Designer: Mike Bekhit
Company: Hammerschlag & Joffe

QUEEN ST VIADUCT
Designer: Paul Boken
Company: Mulvey and Banani Lighting

VANCOUVER SECTION
THE JACK CHOW BUILDING
Designer: Rod Chow
Company: World’s Famous Building Corporation

TELUS GARDEN OFFICE TOWER
Designer: Gary Rhode
Company: Integral Group

LANGARA COLLEGE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY BUILDING
Designer: Sunny Ghataurah
Company: AES Engineering

NADLEH WHUT’EN ADMINISTRATION & CULTURAL BUILDING
Designer: Ellie Niakan
Company: MMM Group/WSP

SIMPLYSNAP SMART LIGHTING SOLUTION BRIGHTENS ROYAL
LEPAGE PLACE ARENA
Designer: Carolyn Wyche
Company: Megan Nivens

WINNIPEG SECTION
RBC CONVENTION CENTRE
Designer: E. Teal Brogden
Company: SMS Engineering